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A partial definition of lesbian separatist  
communities, land dykes, womyn’s lands: these 
movements/strategies, while having expressed 
small differences, are bound together by their 
beliefs and subsequent practices of leaving  
patriarchal systems in order to develop new 
woman-centric communities. Some women 
established small self-sustaining communities 
in rural spaces, and some of these communi-
ties are still in existence.

To accomplish a reading of DeVun’s work and the 
larger historical contexts to which it is indebted 
and refers, I want to trace a backwards path 
through the exhibition, from the back wall to the 
front doors. This maps out the movement from 
self to community, from community to represen-
tation. I end with the question of how the self  
can be encountered and re-formulated as activist 
within the mediated spaces of representation.

PRIME: I/I

DeVun’s photographs of young women alone in 
the woods, interspersed with landscapes of build-
ings on womyn’s lands (that DeVun visited), 
allude to this language of prime–of indivisibility. 
The women posing for DeVun are recognizable 
faces from Austin’s queer and lesbian communi-
ties. DeVun has asked them, and the viewers in 
turn, to inhabit the ideals of land dyke communi-
ties, shed their inhibitions and clothing and exist 
within a natural realm. The portraits are docu-
ments of a split self. Even though it appears that 
there is only one person in the frame, each subject 
coexists with both a contemporary Austin life 
and the life of a woman living in a lesbian sepa-
ratist community. We might call it a fiction, or 
play-acting, but this commingling of the histori-
cal and the present in a singular body is no joke. 
They are themselves but they are more than 
themselves. They are split and multiplied.

This ideation of self is largely indebted to radical 
lesbian philosophers including most notably 
French writer Monique Wittig, who, in The 
Lesbian Body, renders the self split, writing in 
French je instead of je.3 The equivalent of  
the French je is I in English. But splitting the 
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“We see ourselves as prime, find our centers inside 
of ourselves. We find receding the sense of alien-
ation, of being cut off, of being behind a locked 
window, of being unable to get out what we know 
is inside. We feel a realness, feel at last we are 
coinciding with ourselves. With that real self, 
with that consciousness, we begin a revolution to 
end the imposition of all coercive identifications, 
and to achieve maximum autonomy in human 
expression.” – The Woman Identified Woman,  
The Lavender Menace.1

Prime numbers are only divisible by themselves 
and by the number one. One, however, is not a 
prime number; it is a unit. In referring to them-
selves as prime, The Lavender Menace use a word 
rich in meaning, suggesting that they are pre-
miere and excellent in quality and also referring 
to an important concept in mathematics. In this 
their aim is clear: autonomy and community, 
singularity and plurality, unity and multitude. 
The politics of feminist consciousness-raising, 
coupled with the language of mathematics, facili-
tates an imagined unity and a formula for change. 
Our Hands On Each Other is an exhibition where 
metaphor and reality mix, where the clichés of 
today are bound to the lived experiences of the 
past and given depth, where self and community 
collide. Leah DeVun’s work demands that we 
consider and extricate queer histories, specifi-
cally the contributions of intentional feminist 
communities and lesbian separatists, or else ignore 
them at our collective peril.2 While this work may 
seem to be about the past, it is in reality about a 
continuing presence and a future. If dismissed, it 
constitutes an erasure of a people and a history. 

linguistic sign for the self is not easily accom-
plished. To split the self linguistically in English, 
as Wittig has done in French, it must be mirrored 
and multiplied: I/I. The I/I best describes DeVun’s 
portraits aesthetically and structurally, because 
to insist on the plumb line from historical,  
theoretical premises to the present tense acknowl-
edges and engages with DeVun’s project as  
historical and contemporary. This is also why I’m 
loathe to call DeVun’s photographs play-acting 
(although there is play!), because each subject  
was informed of the architecture of the project 
and each carries on the surface or beneath it the 
split history.

COMMUNITY: I, I

It is not enough, though, to insist upon a split self, 
because many women in radical lesbian and les-
bian separatist communities fostered a sense of 
community that cemented political aspirations 
to live off the grid of capitalism, of patriarchy, of 
convenience. While Wittig’s split self is useful in 
considering a kind of multiplicity within, another 
rendering is needed-one that acknowledges col-
lectivism and retains a sense of singularity. This 
could be rendered as I, I, as a corollary to Wittig’s 
I/I. This at once acknowledges the multiplicities 
of individuals while keeping each one discreet yet 
relational. The comma is a rhetorical and physi-
cal distance, a small roadblock surmountable by 
a shared sense of political strife. It is not only in 
the organization of people/bodies that the I, I 
makes sense.

There is a shack in the middle of DeVun’s exhibi-
tion, entitled “Unfinished Project,” that was added  
to on opening night and on each subsequent day 
of the exhibition. Building community was taken 
to mean literal building by lesbian separatist and 
land dyke communities. The accommodations 
lesbian separatists built, represented in some  
of the photographs in the show, were rustic  
assemblages of used and discarded pieces of con-
struction. Spaces of social communion were built 
from the bits and pieces of other communities, 
resituated and used for the communal and  
individual experiences of eating, sleeping and 

1This statement was collectively written by members of The Lavender 
Menace, which was a tongue-in-cheek reference to Betty Friedan’s com-
ment that lesbian feminists constituted a “lavender menace” to organiza-
tions such as the National Organization for Women (NOW). The Laven-
der Menace disrupted the opening session of the Second Congress to Unite 
Women held on May 1st, 1970, by taking control of the programmatic 
aims of the conference and by disseminating their manifesto, “The Woman 
Identified Woman.” This was an important instance of lesbians asserting 
their place within feminist movements while also insisting on a kind of 
separatism from mainstream and patriarchal culture. Later the group went 
under the moniker Radicalesbians.

2This essay makes use of reclaimed words, queer and dyke most 
notably. Many groups have reclaimed these terms to disarm violent 
language and infuse it, instead, with agency.

3Monique Wittig, Le Corps Lesbien [The Lesbian Body] (Les Editions 
de Minuit, 1973). Wittig’s narrative is complex to describe as she switches 
from first-person adulatory poetry to lists of body parts. Peter Owen’s 

1975 translation rendered the j/e as I and split in the case of the posses-
sive m/y. For me, to simply italicize I does not do justice to the splitting of 
the je, so I propose an alternative in this essay.  



working. DeVun’s shack is left unfinished and 
tools are provided for those who feel moved to 
add on. DeVun relinquishes control and the 
sculpture is thus built by a multiplicity, an I, I. 
The form then becomes a series of additions, of 
replications and reformations of the initial struc-
tural idea.

The hammer’s power is double-sided; it can build/
destroy. While destruction seems unlikely here, 
the mere possibility points to the fact that a 
community’s strength (the buy in and participa-
tion from community members) can so easily 
become its downfall. This certainly happened to 
many intentional lesbian and feminist commu-
nities; communities were lucky to survive a single 
year not to mention thirty to forty as some  
have done.

REPRESENTATION: “I”

Seeing DeVun’s work makes me reflect on the 
ways that I teach feminism to college students. 
DeVun and I are both educators at institutions of 
higher learning in Texas. Both of us encounter 
the pushback of students who would rather not 
think about what feminists and queers do. To 
pretend that DeVun’s work is devoid of political 
content would be to gloss over the impetus behind 
the creation of the work, which is a self-conscious, 
cross-generational genealogy between young and 
old lesbians, between the ideas of the past and the 
present. It would be like a critic ignoring the 
intricate frames of the light boxes also featured in 
the exhibition. These frames lovingly trace and 
contain the outline of local queers inhabiting the 

Using tools provided by the artist, gallery visitors add to “Unfinished Project” an installation of wood and metal, by Leah DeVun, dimensions variable, 2010.

poses of our political ancestors. The body-trace. 
Even the moon counts here as its galactic body, a 
seemingly perfect geometry, stands in contrast 
to the specific outlines of two women with fists 
in the air.

These light boxes are decidedly low-tech in terms 
of the image making process. The black and white 
images appear grainy, like photocopies. This is 
intentional and mirrors the fact that the lesbian 
feminist periodicals of the 1970s in a nearby 
vitrine were oftentimes Xeroxed or mimeo-
graphed. Participatory technologies, like the copier, 
enabled the 70s generation and each subsequent 
generation (for instance, Riot Grrrls) to dissemi-
nate their politics quickly, in graphic black and 
white. While the communal notion of self (the 
I,I) applies here, I think that the light boxes, in 
their quotation and re-creation of historical 
moments using now dated duplication technolo-
gies, require a different expression of self: “I”. The 
quotation marks distance us from an essential 
self–the I is unattainable–all are copies; none are 
original. Strangely this formulation makes the 
need for a politicized self, a striving towards an 
authentic expression of political ideals and actions, 
all the more necessary. Perhaps these technolo-
gies insist that we create our own documents to 
copy and distribute. It is through representation, 
and thinking through representation, that such 
an activated self comes to the fore. This is why 
DeVun’s work matters: her work charges spaces 
with the history of sexual politics, and insists 
upon a critical engagement with our own sexual 
politics. While many gays and lesbians  

today position themselves as model citizens, 
another kind of uncritical “I”, there exists a 
movement of people even here in Austin who 
want to return to a radical notion of wholeness. 
This is a notion that insists on fragmentation and 
incompleteness. We might map this as follows:  
I,I ➞ “I” = I/I. Queers, who I am lucky to count 
myself among, want to reclaim “the radical,  
carnal and transgressive lineage of our ever 
changing community, while celebrating every 
facet and form of our people as a unique and 
vibrant whole.”4

It is a way to recognize ourselves as prime, to find 
our centers inside of ourselves.

A final note: The kinds of groupings I have writ-
ten about have gone by many names in many 
historical moments, and we, straights and queers 
alike, are indebted to their efforts: land dykes, 
lesbian separatists, radical lesbians, effeminists, 
The Gay Liberation Front, Females Investigating 
Sexual Terrain (FIST), The Combahee River 
Collective, radical faeries, Las Buenas Amigas, 
Gay Shame, Bash Back!, The Lesbian Sex Mafia, 
leather dykes, queer krewes, The Lavender 
Menace, GMSMA, womyn’s lands, campcamp, 
The C.L.I.T. Collective, Ellas, Les Pantheres 
Roses, LAGAI, QueerBomb,  ________, ____

__________, ______________, ________
__________, ___________,___________.

Andy Campbell, Ph.D. Candidate in Art History 
at the University of Texas. He is writing on gay and 
lesbian leather communities in the 1970s.
4QueerBomb statement of purpose, authors unknown, 2010. 
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